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Text 8 Could Silicon Valley rethink philanthropy?

Dec 18, 2011 - do business and financing nimble startups. ... Harvard Business Review article, â€œVirtuous Capital: What Foundations Can Learn From Venture ... 
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Text 8 Could Silicon Valley rethink philanthropy? The New York Times, December 18th 2011 Laura Arrillaga-Andreessen - the daughter of a Silicon Valley real estate tycoon and the wife of Marc Andreessen, co-founder of Netscape - thinks tech titans should be more philanthropic. And she is encouraging the youngest billionaires to give away their money now. But her mission extends beyond the tech world. She wants to expand the definition of the philanthropist to include people who give time or expertise, not just money. She also argues that philanthropy should be more professional, by borrowing strategies like research and evaluation from Silicon Valley’s profit-making businesses. These strategies include using technology to make things more efficient, inventing new ways to do business and financing nimble startups. Although her ideas are not really new, said Michael O’Neill, a professor of nonprofit management at the University of San Francisco, her efforts could be influential if they inspired donors to do more research, and more thoughtful giving. “The ideal thing, as she argues, is that donors would be thoughtful and investigative, but all the data I’ve seen is that no more than 15 percent of donors actually do that,” Mr. O’Neill said. Instead of researching grants, he said, people impulsively give to causes like their alma mater or a family member’s disease. The concept of venture philanthropy, coined by John D. Rockefeller III in 1969, was popularized in a 1997 Harvard Business Review article, “Virtuous Capital: What Foundations Can Learn From Venture Capital.” And giving while living and with a great deal of thought and research was Andrew Carnegie’s message in “The Gospel of Wealth,” published in 1889, Mr. O’Neill said. The tech super-rich have been giving their money away for a while. Early tech entrepreneurs, like Bill Hewlett and David Packard of Hewlett-Packard and Gordon Moore of Intel, started big and influential foundations, but the tech boom of the late 1990s spawned new types of giving, like commercial philanthropic investing, practiced by the Skoll Foundation and the Omidyar Network, both started with eBay money. The eBay Foundation was formed with pre-initial public offering stock, a groundbreaking idea at the time. The newest generation of entrepreneurs is more philanthropic while they are young, thanks largely to Ms. Arrillaga-Andreessen’s work, said Jeff Skoll, eBay’s first president and the founder of the Skoll Foundation. And today’s tech entrepreneurs are looking at other new ways of giving, including by marrying their professional and philanthropic activity in a way that previous generations did not, said Ms. ArrillagaAndreessen, who teaches philanthropy at Stanford. Zynga, for example, has given $10 million to nonprofit groups from the sale of virtual goods in its games. 2751 signes
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la Silicon Valley 

Airbnb en sont des exemples. Peut-on stimuler un Ã©cosystÃ¨me de start ups ? G. N. C'est ce qu'Orange fait avec ses accÃ©lÃ©rateurs Â« Orange Fab Â» aux USA,.
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Mubadala Silicon Valley Classic - WTA Tour 

Jul 30, 2018 - 1. 7. 470. 2. 12. 305. 3. 14. 185. 4. 15. 100. 5. 24. 55. 6. 27. 1. 7. 32. 8. 39. LAST DIRECT ACCEPTANCE. BYE. MERTENS, Elise.
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la silicon valley un marche aux pdf 

PDF Ebook la silicon valley un marche aux Free Download, Save or Read Online la silicon valley un marche aux PDF file for free from our online library.
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revolution verte enquete dans la silicon valley 

Legal revolution verte enquete dans la silicon valley preface de nathalie kosciuskomorizet quai des eBook for free and you can read online at Online Ebook ...
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expat une francaise dans la silicon valley pdf 

Legal expat une francaise dans la silicon valley eBook for free and you can read online at Online Ebook Library. Get expat une francaise dans la silicon valley ...
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Web 2.0 â€“ SoirÃ©e Live Silicon Valley AWS 

Agriculture runs a higher because you never know if there will be a good crop. We are very happy to help that kind of organisation become the next big microfinancial institution by offering seed capital at a reduced rate. Luc BRETONES. We hope that w
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expat une francaise dans la silicon valley pdf 

expat une francaise dans la silicon valley | Read & Download Ebook expat une francaise dans la silicon valley for free at our Online. Library. expat une francaise ...
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expat une francaise dans la silicon valley pdf 

Are you looking for expat une francaise dans la silicon valley PDF?. If you are areader who likes to download expat une francaise dans la silicon valley Pdf to ...
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silicon valley entreprise ayant son siege dans la ... AWS 

This Silicon Valley Entreprise Ayant Son Siege Dans La Silicon Valley Observatoire Lick San Jose. Californie Santa Clara PDF on the files/S3Library-1d061-B099c-09637-Eeb33-Dd48e.pdf file begin with Intro,. Brief Discussion until the Index/Glossary pa
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La Silicon Valley se convertit au Social Business - Groupe SOS 

14 sept. 2016 - mais il a déjà la tête ailleurs. Jonglant avec les fuseaux horaires, il multiplie ... Caisse des Dépôts en France, il plan- che en même temps sur le ...
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Why Silicon Valley billionaires are prepping for the ... .fr 

Feb 15, 2018 - private jet and fly to a property Thiel owns in New Zealand. (The plan from this point, you'd have to assume, was to sit out the collapse of ...
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Un entrepreneur social dans la Silicon Valley - Groupe SOS 

10 fÃ©vr. 2016 - de Calso Inc. CrÃ©Ã©e Ã  San Francisco en avril 2014, cette entreprise dÃ©veloppe auxEtats-Unis desmodÃ¨les innovants desocial business.Drones ...
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Vice President, Philanthropy Company 

6 juin 2018 - grow support of thousands of donors. On the cusp of another period ... They promote the hospital's financial survival while enabling it to achieve ...
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TEXT 

It is well known that this Madelung field depends strongly on the long-range ... constant over d orbitals and so produces no splitting of these orbitals. As we are ...
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TEXT 

can recognise a carbon antisite, however the first steps of the sili- con atom leaving its normal site leads to an antisite pair, which provides a relatively deep trap.
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Vice-President, Philanthropy Location: Ottawa 

Monitors financial and non-financial strategies/progress monthly and initiates back-up plans when necessary so that fundraising targets will be met;.
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ALAMUT VALLEY 

GHAZOR KHAN CASTLE, ALAMUT VALLEY,. QAZVIN DISTRICT This reconstruction of the remote fort is the legendary Headquarter of the Ismaeli. Assasins of ...
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Conlang Relay 8 English rendering ofË‡Celwu text 

was guarding them, but the theif wanted them. After one day, the prophet spoke to the theif about the temple. To him [he said], â€œAre you seeking crystals?
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SILICON DETOX 

29 avr. 2014 - Pas de technologie numÃ©rique, pas de discussion ... camps Â» de Digital Detox, sociÃ©tÃ© cofondÃ©e par ... Certains doivent passer par les camps.
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ASCII Text 

Unless otherwise noted, the actions described in ...... Otherwise, the two reservation schemes ...... wise listed in the table below may report them using error.
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full text 

Brandner/Salzmann/Schaden: Zur Syntax und Semantik des doppelten Perfekts. 3 .... Dieses Beispiel bedeutet so viel wie â€žIch war einmal WÃ¤hler der ...
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Danish Cancer Society, Institute of Cancer Epidemiology, Copenhagen. annet@,cancer.dk. BACKGROUND: Variation in diet associated with drinking pattems ...
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Rehabilitation of DrÃ¢a Valley Ksour, DrÃ¢a Valley 

Plan of Qsar Asrir (one of the 17 Qsour concerned) before rehabilitation. Page 3. Rehabilitation of DrÃ¢a Valley Ksour, DrÃ¢a Valley, Morocco. Page 4 ...
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herbstmenÃ¼ - Matterhorn Valley Hotels 

Page 4 .... 3 BIS 5-GANG ABENDMENU UND DIE FLAMBIERTEN SPEZIALITÃ„TEN. ALLE PREISE VERSTEHEN SICH INKL. 8 % MWST. WIR AKZEPTIEREN ...
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